Papers (Extended abstracts) accepted to the online conference (accepted by April 30, 2020)
Impact of the political and economic CSFs on other CSFs in the PPP projects life cycle
The joint effect of board independence and CSR committee on CSR disclosure: Evidence from
Italian listed companies
The influence of China’s intellectual property policies since its accession to WTO on the
foreign owned pharmaceutical R&D
Corporate tax behaviors and firm value: The moderating role of audit characteristics
Internal audit systems in UAE and the U.S.: A comparative perspective
Corporate governance, family firms & innovation
Board leadership legitimacy and director turnover in family firms
Corporate governance in agile organizations: A path dependency scheme or a source for
growth
Corporate governance of state-owned enterprises: Carris company case study
Human capital’s importance in ICOs success
A multi country analysis of the shareholder effects of cyber breaches
A configurational approach to the determinants of women on boards
Competition between accounting standards in national contexts: Does family matter?
Running a sustainable state-owned financial institution
Territorial food heritage. Is it possible to valorize and to report it to local stakeholders?
Women in the boardroom and their impact on financial performance and risk-taking: A
bibliometric analysis
Enabling factors in innovation governance: A business policy approach
Characteristics of firms eligible to go into “extraordinary administration” in Italy
Perceived differences in cultural-referenced and self-referenced values and their role in the
culture identification: Rethinking masculinity and power distance
The impact of capital structure and board of directors characteristics on investment decisions
and performance of Nordic firms
Environmental disclosure in European banks: The role of religious social norms
Does CEO turnover influence the dividend policy?
From non-profit organizations to multi-stakeholder social enterprises: An evolutionary
interpretation
The framework for the economically and socially fair CEO compensation
CEO duality: Newspapers and investors’ opinions
The impact of corporate governance mechanism on the financial distress: The case of listed
companies in The Egyptian Stock Exchange
Understanding the relationship between corporate governance performance and corporate
sustainability
Corporate governance: How social norms and cultural values changed in the labour market?
A new perspective in credit rationing for European SMEs
The effect of board structure on dividends policy: A comparative study between Brazilian and
Chilean family firms
Corporate governance practices in Moroccan listed companies: State of play and international
comparison

